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About This Game

The evil Dr. Urchin has kidnapped Coralline! It’s up to Glowfish to free his lady friend and sea pals everywhere from his
clutches in this underwater platform adventure.

Beware—while you scour the ocean floor in search of lost friends waiting for rescue, a host of enemies is lurking! Each level
takes you deeper in the unique ocean world with new challenges and enemies at every turn. Gather your friends to make

Glowfish bigger and better at challenging the boss on each level. Set the captive friends free by surrounding Glowfish with a
powerful circle of friends, or circle the enemy to fire your blasting bubbles and win the battle.

Add to your team by collecting powerful Super Chums to help you along the way, and upgrade them by collecting coins to give
you even more of an edge in each boss battle! Dive in and be prepared to be dazzled in Glowfish.

Key Features:

50 A-Maze-ing platform adventure levels

Unlock all 8 Super Chums

Collect coins to upgrade your Super Chums to prepare for each Boss Battle!

25 Steam Achievements
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Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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MumboJumbo
Publisher:
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Really awesome, chill, relax game with really wonderful graphics. You think you're really under the sea it's so pretty. It's easy
but it's great mechanics and awesome to play something while relaxing!. super chill out game ^^. *Gnome Seal of Approval*
Great casual game meant for the younger ones. It's a side scrolling adventure where you control a cute little creature and are
looking to rescue your girlfriend from the evil Dr. Urchin. You combat the bad guys by bumping into them if you have enough
friends orbiting you or circling around them if you have too few to use the bumping method.

Originally meant for iPads so the controls are simple, yet the game has some good ideas to keep the gameplay interesting.. Fun
game for small children (3-6y). This game can keep your children occupied for hours while you're doing more important stuff
like cooking, cleaning and\/or browsing Reddit.. Visually stunning, with cute characters and a soothing soundtrack. Gameplay is
relaxed but sometimes requires sophisticated timing. Best played with a controller.. Duel stick fun! Not really a deep game, but
it's fun.. cute and simple 6\/10. The game feels like 'Ecco the Dolphin' set in a nightly magically glowing 'Avataresque world. Very
relaxing atmosphere. Recommended!
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An initially fun casual adventure that winds up repetitive and too lengthy. You're a glowfish who travels through 50 levels to
rescue your sweetheart while attracting smaller fish to help you out on your journey. You find these fish in the environment and
by destroying enemies, and you'll need them for combat and to deposit at conch shells (checkpoints) to progress.

Over the course of the game you earn 8 companions with unique abilities to help you out, such as slowing enemies or protecting
you from hits, but only take one with you at a time. Coins are the game's currency and are used to upgrade companion abilities.
Enemies are destroyed by circling them or putting up a swirling barrier of fish, the strength of which is determined by number
of followers vs enemy size.

Final boss battle is great, the game is absolutely beautiful and maneuvering is so fluid you can play with a single hand and your
mouse. Still, it's hard to recommend due to its repetitive and shallow nature.. Edit: Most of the people reviewing this agme have
barely touched it.
If you're actually trying to achieve the goals in the game, 100% completion
not just floating from level to level [how your six year old is playing it]
it's stupid hard.
It's stupid boring, too.

Original review: Uninspired and foolishly difficult. There are far better games you can get for even $3.. Wonderfully thoughtout
and realized game with awesome visuals.. Great game if you have little kids, that love cute little sea animals.. Did you like The
Undergarden? Get this, it's more of the same!. Glowfish is a 2D casual\/adventure game with beautiful looking and colorful
enviroments, cartoonish characters and relaxing music.

The main goal in the levels is to collect enough friendly fishes to unlock gates which let you proceed further until you reach a
big swirl that takes you to the next level.

The game features 50 varying levels across 5 different stages, boss fights at every last level of a stage, tons of different enemies
and threats (really, I stopped counting after some time) and also 'Chums', which accompany and assist you on your way and have
their very own, upgradable, abilities. Upgrading can be done by collecting coins which are spread throughout the levels.

If you take your time to explore the levels, collect all coins and search for the secret areas the playtime should be around 8-10
hours.

I highly recommend to play the game with a Xbox360 controller so you can lay back and relax while playing the game. :).
Glowfish is a charming casual game. The graphics are colorful and the sounds are cute. Makes sense right, since it's a casual
game. Well, anyway, the goal is to guide a fish towards a clam of some sort. Near the clam is a stream that blocks the way. In
order to continue you have to collect other (friendly) fish by killing enemies. There are coins to collect as well. The coins can be
used for upgrading your companions. It's all straightforward but good fun nonetheless. So if you're into casual games Glowfish
might just be the thing for you.

[Rating: 72\/100]. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Collect It! :: Should keep this games!. 7.6\/10
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